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Total solar eclipse special coverage: Hour 2
The eclipse's path of totality stretches across the U.S.
Resume45:09Apr 8, 2024


Total solar eclipse special coverage: Hour 1
People across the U.S. are experiencing a total solar eclipse.
Resume45:24Apr 8, 2024


Should school board members be paid? Illinois education advocates think so
Education advocates are pushing for a change.
Resume05:30Apr 8, 2024


[image: Matthew Holloway and Carlotta Cox are eloping at the eclipse in Russeville, Arkansas. (Courtesy)]A ring in the sky and 'a ring on my finger': Eloping during the eclipse
More than two hundred couples getting married at an event in Russellville, Arkansas, just before the total solar eclipse reaches totality.
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[image: A view of the total solar eclipse from Dallas. (Micaela Rodriguez/Here & Now)]What eclipses historically reveal about human nature
What might Monday's eclipse reveal about ourselves?
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[image: South Carolina players and coaches celebrate after the Final Four college basketball championship game against Iowa in the women's NCAA Tournament. (Carolyn Kaster/AP)]South Carolina wins March Madness, beating out Caitlin Clark's Iowa
Caitlin Clark now heads for the WNBA, while South Carolina will look to retool and try for a back-to-back title next year.
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[image: A banner for the eclipse in Houlton, Maine. (Courtesy of Paula Woodworth)]Visitors flock to Houlton, Maine, as residents prepare for eclipse totality
Houlton, Maine, is one of the last places in the country to view the solar eclipse in totality.
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Last-minute tax tips before the filing deadline
There's a week to go until taxes are due.
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[image: The moon covers the sun during a total solar eclipse. (Timothy D. Easley/AP)]How Indigenous people historically marked eclipses
Indigenous peoples' ancestors were the first to witness an eclipse in North America.
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[image: Terry Tempest Williams and her 5-year-old grandson Sheja Gakumba are going to watch the total solar eclipse in northern Maine. (Julia Corcoran/Here & Now)]Grandmother and grandson watch eclipse together in northern Maine
The 2017 eclipse was a profound experience for author Terry Tempest Williams.
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How do animals react during an eclipse?
Animal behaviorists will be tracking how animals respond during Monday's eclipse. 
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[image: A gray fox perches on a log in Ohio. Within the last four years, Iowa, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio have launched gray fox studies to find out why numbers have declined and what may help the species rebound. Photo courtesy of the Ohio Division of Wildlife. (Courtesy of Ohio Division of Wildlife)]Gray fox population is declining, and researchers are wondering why
Gray foxes are the only North American canines that can climb trees.
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6 months of war in Gaza
The war began six months ago after the Oct. 7 attack when Hamas fighters killed 1,200 Israelis and took more than 250 Israelis hostage. Israel retaliated by launching a war...
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Republicans warn of Russian propaganda seeping into Congress
Republican Congressman Michael McCaul recently told Puck News he thinks Russian propaganda has “made its way into the United States, unfortunately, and it’s infected a good chunk of my party’s...
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Checking in across the U.S. before the total solar eclipse
We check in with reporters in Texas, Illinois, and upstate New York, all spots in the path of totality today, about preparations for the eclipse.
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Netflix's new dramas 'Ripley' and 'Scoop' score acclaim
Netflix debuted a new miniseries based on the film "The Talented Mr. Ripley." The slow-burn thriller named "Ripley" is shot in black-and-white.
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Military analyst reflects on visiting Ukraine's front lines
Michael Kofman talks about the manpower and artillery shortcomings the Ukrainian military is facing in its war with Russia.
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[image: Nisreen Shehade has been baking bread for her family and other displaced Gazans in a tent. (Courtesy of Nisreen Shehade)]Displaced Gazan baker Nisreen Shehade was able to evacuate to Egypt. Her family’s still in Gaza
Despite her family encouraging her to evacuate and seek safety regardless of their own situation, Shehade was racked with guilt over leaving her four siblings and parents in the war-torn...
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March Madness enters final weekend
Iowa Hawkeye's start Caitlin Clark is looking to end her college career on a high, but will need to get past the tournament's other star Paige Bueckers and her UConn...
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Biden ramps up attacks on Trump's abortion record as Israel politics cost him in primaries
Secretary of State Antony Blinken says Biden administration officials will be carefully reviewing Israel’s response to the missile strike this week that killed seven World Central Kitchen aid workers in...
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